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4.1 stars out of 5 -- the los angeles times -- "the action and
suspense are so stunning in this colorful and sometimes graphic
adventure that it's hard to see past the surface. but its playful

quirkiness and elegant eye also lend this film a seductive, playful
charm. potter will be remembered for his cleverness and

enthusiasm and fearless attitude." more.. harry potter sequel
tracks october 31st, 2007 harry potter and the order of the

phoenix released earlier than any other title in the franchise and
it also struck the first of many notes, that the movie would be a
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lighter tone than the preceding films. this script is definately
much less dark and grimy, which was upsetting for a lot of people

but the movie itself is really really good. harry is a completely
different character from the books and is (to some extent) a little
more like fred weasley. the kids actually talk to each other, and
the adults, as well. arthur is actually a person with flaws and a
past, sirius is very present and the death eaters, on the whole,

are much more like mini villains than the obscure malfoys, whom
we never actually meet in the books. more.. harry potter - the
movie trilogy 6.4 stars out of 5 -- usa today -- "the only things

missing are the red eyes and the noise. on each of the film's two
final nights, hogwarts castle has been transformed into a proper
movie palace. the audience bursts out into applause every time

the big fight scene happens and every time harry breaks a few of
lord voldemorts bones. the atmosphere is so electric that you

think people are going to faint right there on the stands." more..
harry potter - the magic behind the movies may 22nd, 2002
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harry potter and the deathly hallows: part ii is a musical of many
styles to play in a movie. from a broadway song of 'wonderful

tonight', to a 1950s americana, to a ballad, to a beautiful ballad to
an r&b, hip-hop, latin-influenced song, and a bossa nova, the

movie excels in its musical choices. but the movie also excels in
its casting, using actors better known for other roles. but none of
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the other movies, which featured beloved harry potter stars and
characters, come close to matching the quality of new actors who

have joined the cast for deathly hallows. it's not just the great
supporting actors, either. the three best harry potter stars have

made the most movies together. the three best harry potter stars
are michael gambon, alan rickman, and richard harris. more..
here's how harry potter hit each studio itself may 13th, 2011

harry potter and the deathly hallows: part ii is a musical of many
styles to play in a movie. from a broadway song of 'wonderful

tonight', to a 1950s americana, to a ballad, to a beautiful ballad to
an r&b, hip-hop, latin-influenced song, and a bossa nova, the

movie excels in its musical choices. but the movie also excels in
its casting, using actors better known for other roles. but none of
the other movies, which featured beloved harry potter stars and

characters, come close to matching the quality of new actors who
have joined the cast for deathly hallows. it's not just the great

supporting actors, either. the three best harry potter stars have
made the most movies together. the three best harry potter stars

are michael gambon, alan rickman, and richard harris. more..
[sign in to see url] harry potter and the deathly hallows: part ii
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